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    Compare credit cards by feature, drilling down to the details to find the right card for you. On this page, you can narrow your search by checking out what’s on offer with each type of card. 
  Choosing the right credit card means finding one that’s fit for purpose. For some, that will mean finding a card with an awesome balance transfer offer, for others, that will mean finding a card that rewards their spending and gives their points-earning a boost with bonus points. Whatever you’re looking for from your card, you can start by narrowing your search right here.
 At CreditCard.com.au, we want to make the task of finding and comparing cards as easy for you as possible. While we may live and breathe credit cards, we know you probably don’t have the time for endless, and perhaps fruitless searches every time you want to apply for a new card. Which is why we created this site.
 Not sure what you want from your card? Click on the features below to see what each one has to offer. We also offer handy info on what to look for, and what types of cardholder each feature might work well for. You will find a range of cards within each category, allowing you to see at a glance the essential info you need to know.
 Similarly, if you know exactly the type of card you want, or the type of offer you need, you can go directly to that page from here and start comparing the options. Making the process even easier is our visual comparison tool, which shows at a glance how strong each card rates on the essentials. From annual fees to purchase rates, bonus points to earn rates, you’ll know exactly where you stand before you apply.
 
 read moreclose › 
 
 
 
 
        All features
 Here's a list of all types of credit cards
  	    0% Balance transfers   
	    0% purchases   
	    0% Purchases & Balance Transfers   
	    Amplify Rewards   
	    Apple Pay cards   
	    Balance transfers   
	    Black Cards   
	    Bonus points   
	    Business cards   
	    Cashback   
	    Corporate Cards   
	    Charge Cards   
	    Credit Cards for First Timers   
	    Credit Unions   
	    Debt Consolidation   
	    Earning points on ATO payments   
	    Fuel Cards   
	    Frequent flyer   
	    Free Additional Cardholders   
	    Free Travel Insurance   
	    Gold & Platinum   
	    Google Pay cards   
	    Introductory Offers   
	    Instalment Plan Cards   
	    Interest-Free Days   
	    Instant Approval   
	    Low Income   
	    Low interest   
	    Low Cash Advance   
	    No annual fee   
	    No foreign fee   
	    Online Shopping Cards   
	    Priority Pass   
	    Pensioner Credit Cards   
	    Price Protection Guarantee   
	    Purchase Protection   
	    Qantas cards   
	    Reward programs   
	    Samsung Pay cards   
	    Special offers   
	    Sign Up Bonus Points   
	    Student cards   
	    Temporary Residents   
	    Travel Credit Cards   
	    Velocity Cards   
	    Visa Signature   
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      Use CreditCard.com.au to find the best credit card for you
 Want to find a card that works for you? With CreditCard.com.au you can. Here, you can compare a wide range of credit cards side-by-side, taking in important features such as fees, interest and introductory offers. But that’s not all. You can also check out our guides and posts for essential info on all things credit card. Ready to get into it? Let’s go!
 
 
 
      Thinking of applying for a credit card?
 Whether it’s your first credit card or you’re fourth, it’s always important to weigh up your options before you hit ‘apply’. By giving you a credit card, credit card companies are offering you a service: they are providing you with credit that you can spend pretty much as you please. Sounds nice, right? Funnily enough, credit card companies aren’t in this game to be nice. They’re in it to make money.
 So, why do we use them? Well, credit cards can be pretty darn handy. They let you buy stuff and then pay it back later, they can allow you to earn rewards as you spend, and they can offer some nifty features. But, if you want to make the most of all that good stuff, you need to know what you’re getting yourself into.
 Want to find out more? Course you do. We’re going to look at each type of credit card, so you can see what kind of features they offer – and what to look out for in order to make the most of the card.
 Balance Transfer Cards
 Credit cards are big business around the world. According to the Australian Bankers Association’s chief executive officer Steven Munchenberg, 450,000 new credit cards were issued in Australia last year alone. It’s really no surprise ASIC’s debt clock is showing Australian credit card debt is currently sitting at $45 billion.
 According to analytic software firm FICO, US-based research released shows that 83% of Gen Y (25-34 years old) use credit cards to fund their lifestyle. While that is pretty high, the worrying thing is that 31% said they carried over a balance of US$1000-$4999 (AUD$1300-$6600) each month on their credit card. On top of that, 26% of those aged 18-24, and 17% of those aged 25-34 said they made only the minimum payments each month.
 Pretty bad form. Why? Carrying over a large balance each month and only making the minimum repayment can mean paying out heaps in interest, and potentially staying in debt for years. The solution? If you want to pay down credit card debt, a balance transfer card could be for you. Here is the rundown.
 What is a balance transfer card?
 A balance transfer card allows you to transfer a balance from an existing credit card, which then attracts a much lower rate of interest for an introductory period. Once that introductory period is over, any amount that has not been paid off will start accruing interest at a specified revert rate.
 Why would you choose a balance transfer card?
 A balance transfer card could be a good option if you have a credit card balance that you want to pay off. Transfer over the existing balance and work on paying it off before the introductory period ends. This can be a great way to save on interest, giving you the space you need to lower your credit card debt.
 What should you look out for with balance transfer cards?
 Before applying for a balance transfer card, find out if there is a balance transfer fee charged on the transferred balance. This can be up to 3% of the total balance shifted onto the card, which can certainly sting if you’re transferring a larger amount. Also be aware of how much interest you will pay on new purchases, and what the revert rate is. Find out what fees you may have to pay, including the annual fee.
 Balance transfer cards can also offer a whole heap of other features, such as no annual fee, rewards, frequent flyer points, and gold and platinum benefits. Think about what you want most out of the card before you apply. If you want to pay down transferred balances while saving money on interest, this should be a priority over other features.
 Low Interest Cards
 The latest Reserve Bank of Australia data from April this year showed that credit card limits rose to $149.16 billion, up $4.6 billion in the past year. With the average card limit now at almost $9100, that is a lot of temptation to spend. Over in the U.S., FICO figures show that about half of their Gen Y respondents had at least three credit cards, with 19% planning to use their cards to buy big ticket items such as a new car.
 Is that such a good idea? While credit cards are made for spending, it’s best to spend only what you know you can pay back. If you absolutely have to have a balance on your card, choose a card with the lowest possible interest. Which is where low interest cards come in.
 What is a low interest card?
 As you would expect, low interest cards are credit cards that charge a low rate of interest. While some credit cards charge as much as 22% p.a. in interest, low interest cards can offer annual interest rates of around 10% on purchases.
 Why would you choose a low interest card?
 If you tend to carry a balance on your credit card, a low interest card could be for you. With these cards, you can keep the interest you pay to a minimum, which in turn, helps to keep your balance lower. Some low interest cards offer 0% on purchases for an introductory period. If you’re planning on making a big purchase, this could be a great option – as long as you pay off the balance before the introductory period ends.
 What should you look out for with low interest cards?
 When it comes to standard low interest cards, you may find them pretty low on features (especially if they have a low annual fee as well). Lower interest means less money for credit card providers. Features are offered as an incentive on cards that providers are likely to make money out of. Think about what’s important for you: saving money on interest, or features you may not use?
 As we said, some low interest rates are offered over introductory periods only. If this is what you’re looking for, make sure you know what the revert rate is and how much you are paying in fees. To make the most of the offer, try to pay off all purchases before the intro period ends.
 No Annual Fee Cards
 Reserve Bank data shows that Australians paid up to $1.51 billion in avoidable credit card fees last year. Avoidable how? These were the kinds of fees that were charged for annual fees, late payment fees and cash advance charges. Prefer to keep those fees in your pocket? When it comes to annual fees, it’s really not that hard. There are currently 29 credit cards on the market that charge no annual fee.
 What is a no annual fee card?
 Again, this one is pretty self-explanatory. A no annual fee card charges no annual fee. While other credit cards can charge hundreds of dollars per year, no annual fee cards charge zip.
 Why would you choose a no annual fee card?
 If you want to avoid paying unnecessary fees to use your credit card, a no annual fee card could be just the thing for you. It’s pretty simple really, if you want to save money while still having access to credit, these cards should be the first thing you check out.
 What should you look out for with no annual fee cards?
 The main thing to be aware of when choosing a no annual fee card is the length of that no annual fee period. Some cards only offer no annual fee for an introductory period, where others have no annual fee for the life of the card. If you choose the first option, be sure to check what the annual fee reverts to after the intro period ends. As with any card, check the purchase rate and any other fees that may apply.
 As with low interest cards, you may find that features on no annual fee cards are pretty scarce. While there are certainly no annual fee cards that offer features, they are never going to be as tempting as prestige cards that cost hundreds per year. We said it before and we’ll probably say it again: think about what’s most important to you. If you want to save on annual fees, then pick a no annual fee card. All the other stuff should come in second.
 Frequent Flyer Cards
 What is a frequent flyer card?
 Frequent flyer cards allow cardholders to earn points as they use their card. With a point structure in place, cardholders earn a certain number of points depending on where they use their card. These points can then be converted into rewards, either in the form of tangible items, or in the form of travel-related products, such as flights, hotel stays and VIP airport lounge access.
 Why would you choose a frequent flyer card?
 A frequent flyer card can be a great option if you use your card a lot. Say, if you use your card to pay bills, buy groceries, and so on. As long as you pay your card off at the end of the month, this is a good way to earn points. If you are a frequent flyer, you can earn heaps of points as you fly, which can go towards more travel in the future.
 What should you look out for with frequent flyer cards?
 The main thing to think about with frequent flyer cards is whether you will pay off the balance at the end of the month. As these cards can attract higher rates of interest, you may find that the interest you pay on any carried-over balance negates the value of the points you earn. This is also the case with annual fees (and any other fees for that matter). Make sure you earn more back in point’s value than you pay out in fees.
 In terms of value for money, choose a card that offers the maximum number of points for the spending you do most – and one that offers rewards that you actually want to use. Lastly, check for other extras on the card, such as VIP Lounge access at the airport, waived credit card surcharges when booking with certain airlines, and free entertainment on flights.
 Rewards Cards
 When asked which type of credit card features they looked for, 85% of FICO’s Gen Y survey respondents said they wanted no annual fee, 73% wanted the lowest interest rates, and 75% said they wanted cashback rewards. Here in Australia, rewards cards are just as popular. Here’s why.
 What is a rewards card?
 Similar to a frequent flyer card, a rewards card allows you to earn rewards points as you use your card. The points you earn can be redeemed in a number of ways, depending on the type of rewards card you have. You could earn cashback, or you could earn points that can be redeemed for certain items within the rewards program.
 Why would you choose a rewards card?
 Again, rewards cards work best when you use them a lot. If you spend big on your credit card, a rewards card could offer loads back in return – as long as you pay off the balance before it starts accruing interest. If you love earning rewards and getting extra features on your card, then a rewards card may just be for you.
 What should you look out for with rewards cards?
 This is much the same as a frequent flyer card. Simply make sure that you are earning more in points than you are paying out in interest and fees, and rewards cards can offer a pretty good deal. Also make sure that you are earning the most points for your typical spending pattern, and that you can redeem those points for stuff you really want.
 As these cards typically charge more in fees and interest, they tend to offer more in the way of features. Find a card that offers the features and rewards you love, always pay off the balance, and you could be on to a winner.
 Gold and Platinum Cards
 What are gold and platinum cards?
 Also known as prestige cards, gold and platinum cards tend to offer the most in terms of features. These cards come in many shapes and sizes, running from basic to extravagant. Gold and platinum cards may require cardholders to earn a minimum amount per month, and they can come with higher annual fees and interest rates.
 Why would you choose a gold or platinum card?
 Gold and platinum cards can also be rewards cards and frequent flyer cards. The main difference between the standard version and the gold or platinum version is usually the ability to earn more points as you spend, as well as bonus points on signup. If you are a big spender on your card and want to earn the maximum number of points, a gold or platinum rewards or frequent flyer card could be for you.
 Gold and platinum cards also tend to offer more features. These could include VIP airport lounge access, a personal concierge service, complimentary flights and hotel stays, travel insurance, and purchase cover insurance and extended warranty on purchases.
 What should you look out for with gold and platinum cards?
 As with frequent flyer cards and rewards cards, the key to making gold and platinum cards work for you is balance. Weigh up how much you are paying out in fees and interest, against how much you are getting in return, whether in features or rewards.
 As long as you meet the applicant requirements, pay off the balance before it starts accruing interest, and actually make use of the rewards and features, your gold or platinum card could be much more than an empty status symbol.
 Summing Up
 Back in November 2011, the nation’s cash rate was 4.75%. Now it sits at 1.50%. In November 2011, the interest rate on an average credit card was 17.41% (around four times the cash rate), while now, credit card interest averages 17.28% (nearly 10 times the current cash rate).
 What does that mean for you? The credit card market is huge and diverse. Credit card companies really don’t need to offer lower interest rates on their cards, even as the cash rate falls. They have plenty of business and plenty of applicants. That means you need to be smart.
 Whichever card you choose, just be smart. Don’t pay more than you have to in fees. Pay off the balance before it starts accruing interest – and if you can’t, try switching to a balance transfer card or low interest card to start paying it down. Make sure the card you choose actually offers you something you want. Ready to make your credit card work for you? Start comparing.
 How do you know what to look for in a credit card?
 If you want to find the right card for you, you first have to understand your needs as a cardholder. What you need from your credit card will likely change over time, so even if you have had a number of cards in the past, what you look for in your next card may not be what you looked for in your last.
 	Do you want to focus on paying down debt? If you have debt on other credit cards that is currently accumulating interest, your focus may now be to pay it down. By choosing a balance transfer card, you could pay less in interest over the introductory period, helping you to pay down what you owe much faster. As clearing your debt is your focus, choosing a low cost card with a great balance transfer would be your best bet.
	Do you want to save on fees? Whether you want to pay less in annual fees or other kinds of fees, such as late fees and foreign fees, you can choose from a wide range of cards that help to keep these kinds of costs down. Bear in mind, cards with lower fees tend to have fewer features, which is a trade-off you may need to put up with if you want to save money.
	Do you want to save on interest? There are heaps of low rate credit cards out there that could help you save on interest if you tend to carry a balance. High feature cards tend to charge more in interest. While you think you are getting more from these cards, if you are paying out in interest, those features don’t actually offer much value. A low rate card may be simpler, but it could save you in the long run if you don’t pay off your balance each month.
	Do you want lots of extras? From hotel stays to business class upgrades, from airport lounge access to comprehensive travel cover, these are the kinds of extras you could enjoy on your card. If you know you will get good value from these extras, compare the options on offer. But be sure to keep in mind the higher annual fee you will likely pay to utilise the extras on offer – and always clear your balance when it’s due to avoid paying interest.
	Do you want to earn rewards? Rewards cards can offer all kinds of tantalising goodies. But, you need to be the right kind of cardholder if you want to get value from the rewards you earn. First up, channel as much spending as you can afford through the card, and always clear your balance. Secondly, choose a card that offers more value in rewards than you pay in annual fees. Be sure to compare your options to find the classic, platinum or black rewards card that rewards your spend.
	Do you want to keep it simple? If you get tired just thinking about small print, a basic card could work well for you. While you still need to read the small print before you apply, a no frills card keeps it nice and simple. You get access to credit, with all the payment features and security basics you’d expect, all for a low annual fee.

 What fees should you be aware of?
 When comparing credit cards, it’s a good idea to look at the fee structure to see how much you will have to pay in fees. How you use the card will affect which fees you end up paying, but understanding those fees before you apply should help you to avoid them whenever possible.
 	Annual fees: This is the fee your card provider charges you each year for providing you with access to credit and the various features on your card. You will usually find basic cards offer lower annual fees, while rewards cards and cards with lots of features have higher annual fees.
	Additional cardholder fees: This is the fee you will pay each year to have an extra cardholder on your account. Some cards allow for a number of additional cardholders at no extra cost, while others charge a small annual fee for each card supplied.
	Late fees: Also known as a late payment fee, this is the fee you will pay if you make your monthly payment after the due date. By setting a reminder or setting up an automatic payment to pay your credit card bill, you can avoid this fee, while also avoiding black marks on your credit file.
	Over limit fees: If your card spending goes over your credit limit, your card provider may charge you an over limit fee. You can avoid this fee by keeping track of your spending via online banking or your credit card app.
	Direct debit dishonour fee: If you pay your credit card by direct debit, and that payment is dishonoured, you may have to pay a dishonour fee on your credit card.
	Cash advances fees: This is the fee you will pay if you withdraw money using your credit card. You will also likely pay a higher rate of interest on the amount you withdraw, which will start accruing from the day you make the withdrawal.
	Foreign fees: When you use your credit card to make a transaction in a foreign currency, your card may charge you a foreign currency conversion fee. This is usually a percentage of the amount, typically at a rate of 2-4%. However, there are cards that charge no foreign fees, which can work well for cardholders who travel overseas or shop online at international retailers regularly.
	Replacement credit card fee: If you need to replace your card, you may have to pay a fee to do so. Replacing your card when you are overseas usually comes with a much higher fee.

  
 
 
 
 
 
     Recently Asked Questions
 Something you need to know? Ask our credit card expert a question.
 Ask a question 
 
         It worked! You'll hear from us soon. Please remember to check junk and spam folders for your emailed reply. 
 Have you joined our free CC Inner Circle?
 Delivered once a month to your inbox, you’ll get expert money tricks, rewards point hacks, perks and more!
 Click to join the Inner Circle
 Regards

 Pauline + the Creditcard crew
 
  Ask Pauline a Question [image: ] 



 Hi, I’m a personal finance expert who loves to help you out! I’ll answer your question within a business day. Pinky swear.
    Name (will be shown)  
  Email (not shown)  
  What's your question?  
 We ask for your email so we can respond to you directly. We won’t share your personal data. For more information, see our privacy policy.
     Love perks and rewards? Join our free CC Inner Circle for exclusive offers, points boosters & more. Unsubscribe anytime.  
      
Δ
 Love perks and rewards? Join our free CC Inner Circle for exclusive offers, points boosters & more. Unsubscribe anytime..
 
 
 
  
        64 questions (showing the latest 10 Q&As)
 
 
 
 
 
  64 questions (Displaying latest Q&A)
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  12 July 2023  
 
  
 
 








 My wife & I have Qantas Mastercard & Amex Ultimate Cards. We are disappointed that both cards DO NOT ALLOW cover for PRE EXISTING MEDICAL CONDITIONS - NOT EVEN WITH SCREENING & EXTRA PREMIUM, despite paying fully for intended travel. I have found that CBA Smart card will consider such cover and we only need to NOTIFY THEM before travel to get the card benefits. No need to even pay for the travel using the card! Are there other similar or better cards? 
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  Pauline
  13 July 2023  
 
 
  
 
 






 Hi Kevin, complimentary insurances can get quite tricky when it comes to pre-existing condition, as there’s a whole bunch of different exclusions applicable. There are a range of credit cards that offer complimentary insurance, and each underwriter will set their own exclusions and policies. When you have found a card you like, consider reading the PDS to see what’s included and what’s not. Hope this helps Kevin! 
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  3 July 2023  
 
  
 
 






 please advice some options on credit cards with following features. earn flying points with airlines no foreign transaction fees rewards on daily spent lounge access once or twice a year low annual fees travel insurance Thanks 
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  Pauline
  4 July 2023  
 
 
  
 
 






 Hi Twinki, you’ve got quite a list there. There are actually different credit card features that may not be a catch-all for the ones you want there to choose from. You’ll need to compare a range of cards with the features you want across a list of some of the frequent flyer, no foreign fees, rewards, access to airport lounges, no annual fees and with travel insurance credit cards that you can check and compare. You can use our short-list feature to save your favourites, and then compare the cards side by side. You can also read our reviews, take note of the features you want and then narrow it down to the one that suits your needs the best. Hopefully this helps - happy card hunting! 
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  8 May 2023  
 
  
 
 






 I need to apply for credit card and would you able to help me 
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  9 May 2023  
 
 
  
 
 






 Hi Shaun, please feel free to browse around our site and check out some of the cards we’ve listed based on the current features and promotions they offer. Make sure to read the review we’ve written on each of the cards and check that you meet the eligibility requirements before proceeding with your application. Hope this helps! 
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 Hi, I am looking for the best credit card with an interest free period, will allow 20k limit. low interest repayments and no fees on overseas purchases. Which card do you think is most suitable for this purpose? Not too fussed on rewards but that is a bonus. 
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  Pauline
  30 April 2023  
 
 
  
 
 






 Hi KK, thanks for your message. It’s important to note that there isn't a single credit card that's objectively the "best" option, since different cards offer different benefits and cost savings depending on your specific needs and preferences. Anyhow, credit card issuers set credit limits based on various factors, such as your annual income, credit history, and ability to pay. With that, there are a few credit cards with interest free periods that also have no foreign transaction fees, which may be worth considering. As for repayments, the amount of interest and cash advance rates you'll be charged will depend on the card you choose. You can use our calculator to get an estimate of what your repayments might look like. While rewards aren't your main concern, some cards may offer additional rewards or bonuses that you may find appealing. Hope this helps! 
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 Hi I have had a Visa credit card with Latitude for years now and like millions of others, I have just received notification from Latitude that my personal information and driver's licence details have been stolen. I have just been to Services NSW today to have my driver's licence replaced and am almost sure that I will cancel my Latitude Visa card and take out another credit card. I am now retired and drawn a pension from my super and also receive a part Aust. Aged Pension (around $26,000 annual income), so I would need to apply where this income is OK. I would like some suggestions as to the best card to consider. By the way I always pay off my credit card each month in full, so I never have interest to pay. Once I decide on a new credit card is it then that I could go to Equifax (or similar) to have a credit ban placed against my name? 
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  14 April 2023  
 
 
  
 
 






 Hi Keren! I’m sorry to hear you were caught up in the stolen data mess. Being a retiree can make it more difficult to be eligible for credit cards because banks like to see employment income. Your best bet is to look at low rate cards that have lower income eligibility and suit pensioners, which we’ve compiled here. Just check the eligibility criteria at the bottom of the card’s review page. And yes you can request a credit ban afterwards which will stop anyone being able to apply for a credit card or open an account in your name, but it won’t stop fraud unfortunately, meaning someone can still use your existing credit card if they get your details from online companies or the bank. At least credit card companies have insurances in place to refund stolen money. I hope everything gets sorted out for you Keren :) 
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 Hi Gagandeep, by clicking on a feature above, you’ll be taken to a list of cards we have available that have that feature. I suggest checking the card’s eligibility requirements, T&Cs, and its TMD before proceeding with your application. Good luck! 
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 I am an Australian citizen by birth and living overseas for past 5 years, working full time. I need an Australian credit card to help with purchases in Australia. What is the best way to go about this / best option for me? Don’t need anything fancy just low to no fee card if possible. I have excellent salary plus good savings. Thanks 
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 Hi James, this is a tricky question. You should definitely reach out to a few providers to check the requirements. Some providers will need you to provide an Australian address or workplace as part of the application process. To help guide you in your search for a low to no fee card, you can check out the available options for no annual fee cards. Additionally, you can also view the low interest cards that offer a competitive rate or balance transfer cards. Let us know how you go and whether the address requirements became an issue for you. 
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 Hi there, I’m looking to find a credit card that reports good behaviour. I paid off my Part 9 Debt agreement around 1 year ago, which was 3 years early. I am trying to improve my credit score as I am in a really good financial position now and would like to buy a home at the end of the year. Do you know of any providers that will actually look at my circumstances, rather than declining me due to the resolved debt agreement? 
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 Hi Kate! First of all, congrats on getting on top of your debt! That is amazing. Unfortunately though, your credit history follows you for a little while. For a Part 9 Debt, it’s 5 years. That means you may not be able to successfully apply for credit or a loan until it’s cleared. Keep an eye on your credit score using a free checker like this one on Finder’s app and remember that every declined loan application will stay on your record too. In the meantime, you can set up good habits that will build your credit score, like staying on top of bills and working on some savings. We have some other tips here. You could try talking to the bank you have a bank account with and see if they can help, but it’s likely they’ll have to run your eligibility through the same process since credit requires credit checks. Despite the bad news, I’m very glad to hear you’ve worked so hard to get debt-free. Well done Kate 👏 
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 Make payment without my international passport how can You help make this transition to my crypto wallet 
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 Hi Darren, CreditCard.com.au is an informational website. We don’t facilitate anything else. If you click a green “Go to Site” button you’ll be taken to a partners site and you’ll be interacting with them. Sorry we couldn’t be of more assistance! 
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 I am a pensioner can l apply for a credit card 
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 Hi Franklin, good question! We’ve written an in depth article that you can read for some of the requirements that credit card issuers typically look for when you apply for a credit card for pensioner. Hope this helps! 
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 Is there any bank in Australia that supports payment rings? I have had a Bankwast Halo ring for years and loved it. Now that Bankwest has ceased to support the system, I am looking for another bank credit card. I ty8pically spend between $2000 to $8000 per month on my Mastercard, paying it out in full before the due date each month. I would use the ring for morst of these payments. 
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 Hi James, great question! I checked this for you however the only bank to offer these were Bankwest, but this was discontinued in September 2021. I did some Googling but it turns out there’s no other providers here in Australia. Lots in the UK but their compatibility can’t be guaranteed with Aussie providers. You could perhaps investigate using a smartwatch instead that can be linked to Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung Pay. Let us know what you end up going with. 
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 Hi there, I’m looking to travel at the end of the year and I’m looking to get a credit card that can serve the needs of me and my family At the moment my income is 100,000 a year I have no bad debt and no debts whatsoever I’ll be travelling to Qatar tower for one month in Europe for a month and a half I’m looking for a card that can provide me with a few things listed below A card that has no or low international transaction fees, if there are international transaction fees I don’t mind paying them if the card overall value is good A card that I don’t have to pay off for at least 2 months as when I come back I’m planning to pay it off. I will be purchasing flights accomodation and basically everything for me, my brother and my girlfriend and will ask them to pay me for their share I would like as much bonus points as possible for signing up I’m looking to spent at least 30k on this trip so if I don’t get heaps of bonus points in the initial offer I would like to get them through purchases I would like travel insurance for me and insurance for the items I might buy there I would like a card that doesn’t cost me an arm and a leg in the first place Ideally I want a card that I can pay the minimum payments on for the time I’m there and pay full amounts after I’m open for two cards as well Let me know what suits me 
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 Hi Rob, first up thanks for stopping by and secondly, thanks for detailing all the information you need. We’re a purely informational website and can’t tell you what card will suit you. This will come down to the features you mentioned above, and which ones are deal breakers. When comparing credit cards, it might be worthwhile adding all your requirements into a spreadsheet and ranking what’s most important to you and then browsing through our site. Read through our reviews, other users' comments and then add the cards that match your criteria to your spreadsheet under the feature it has. You may find you have to trade-off certain elements, For example, a no foreign fee credit card with a huge bonus points offer might not have the added benefit of included insurances. This way you’ll be able to work out which card you want that ticks the boxes you need. Hope you have a safe and enjoyable trip away! 
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     Thank you Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback.
 Our credit card experts will review your feedback and take action within 1 business day to address or respond to the issue.
 Regards

 Pauline Hatch
 Personal Finance Expert
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